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Data3Sixty Query environment
Clients of Data3Sixty can query and report with SQL (Structured Query Language) using a set of static and
dynamic views delivered by the platform. To gain access to these queries there are a couple of prerequisites
that need to be in place.

1. Data3Sixty uses SQL Server as a back end database so access to SQL Server Query Management tool is
required to develop the queries. This can be downloaded for free from Microsoft.
2. Contact the Data3Sixty Support to
a. Request access to the clients SQL Server Database
b. Provide the corporate IP address for Data3Sixty to open permission to access the DB remotely
c. Some clients will need to have their security team open specific firewall rules to allow access to
Azure SQL databases
d. Data3Sixty will provide a username and password for read only access to a limited set of
reporting views that can be queried.
e. Data3Sixty will also provide the database instance for the client
3. User can then access their specific database instance using SQL Server Management studio as follows
• Enter the username and password
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•

For first time access click the options button and enter the database instance provided by
Data3Sixty.

•
•
•

Click connect to establish connectivity to the database
Once connected locate the views folder
The Data3Sixty views are available under the views folder and start with a schema name of
“Reporting”.
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Data3Sixty Objects

Figure 1: Data3Sixty Objects

Data3Sixty delivers a number of high level objects that can be further sub defined to meet each cients specific
governance needs and architecture.

•

Artifacts: These represent the various data assets of an organization, the pinnacle artifact is usually the
business term, however additional artifact can also be added to represent other data vehicles such as
applications, reports, license services etc.

•

Models: Provide a mechanism to group/classify artifacts into logical data sets that can represent a
business function, a vertical or some other hierarchical reporting structure. Examples of models are
domains and sub-domains of business terms that represent a specific business area such as Human
Resources or Sales and Distribution.

•

Policies: Like models are hierarchical structures that can be used to define and document policies.

•

Fusion: Provides the data dictionary repository to store various types of technical metadata such as SQL
Server or Oracle database structures.
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For each of these Data3Sixty objects, a client can create types that represent various items that the governance
team may want to define and document. For example some clients may want to create a GDPR policy and
capture retention period for this type of policy, whereas another client may have a Solvency II policy type that
has a different set of attributes that they wish to collect and inventory. Each of these are a type of a Data3Sixty
policy object however there are dynamic attributes have that distinguish them from other types of Data3Sixty
policy objects. Data3Sixty provides two sets of views to be able to handle the commonality of types within a
Data3Sixty object but also specific views that include the more dynamic components of the specific policy type.

Data3Sixty Query Views
View Types
Data3Sixty exposes a number of SQL Server views that represent the core objects in the platform, these views
represent two main concepts.
1. Static Views: These are constant across all Data3Sixty environments and represent the core Data3Sixty
delivered objects i.e. Glossary Artifact, Fusion, Policies, Models and Rules. Figure 1 illustrates the high
level Data3Sixty objects, glossary will provide information that’s common across all the glossary types
such business terms, applications and vendors. Although the amount of commonality is small these
views can provide aggregated content across types. There is also the ability to join in specific fields if
needed. See section of custom fields.

Figure 2: Views based on Data3Sixty Objects

2. Dynamic Views: These views will vary by client as they represent specific user defined types within
each client’s individual instance of Data3Sixty. For example, a client that has business terms, processes,
vendors and applications will have specific views that represent these items.
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Figure 3: Views based on Dynamic Views

The main difference between these two sets of views is the structure and content that’s delivered. The static
views are more generic and capture a small set of information that’s common across all the items of the
Data3Sixty object, whereas the dynamic views is limited to one type of object within the Data3Sixty Object type
and has the specific mapped custom fields as part of that specific view. Figure 2 illustrated the various artifact
types that a specific client may set up each of which may have their own specific custom views that the more
static views do not contain.

Responsibility Views
Data3Sixty provides a number of views that provide details for the various role and resources that have
responsibility for the various Data3Sixty Objects within the platform. These responsibility views can be joined
to static views to provide responsibility across various types within a Data3Sixty Object or alternatively joined
to dynamically created views to provide responsibility details for individual client defined types.
1. Responsibility All: Details the responsibility roles that are assigned to specific items, it contains the
object type and unique key for the item, as well as the role and resource id for individual or group that
fills the role.
2. Resource All: Provides the information for the individual users or groups when joined to the
responsibility all view.

Figure 4: Responsibility Views
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Custom Fields
Custom field can also be mapped to any of the Data3Sixty objects, these are provided by custom field views
that can then be join to the Data3Sixty object views. These views can be used for performance improvement if
only one or a couple of fields are needed for specific Data3Sixty object types and the user does not want to
select from the dynamic views that provide the full suite of custom fields.

Figure 5: Custom fields for Data3Sixty Objects

Static View Details
Glossary views include both static and dynamic views, in addition any of the custom fields mapped to a specific
Data3Sixty object are also available through an associated view. The name of fields view takes the name of the
Dat3Sixty object and adds a “_fields” syntax to the end. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the Data3Sixty
Object Views and the associated fields.

•

Glossary All: Details the information that’s common across all artifact types including ID, Name,
Description, Status and URI for the specific item.

•

Glossary_Fields: Details the individual fields that may be associated to the artifacts in the glossary all
view. This can be used for performance purposes to include a single or set number of fields for
evaluation or reporting without having to resort to using the more dynamic view that represents the
more specific information associated to glossary item type.

•

Model All: Details the various hierarchy structures in place for all models. This view provides
information such as levels, parent id, names and status.
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•

Model Fields: Details the custom fields that may tied to various models. This may be used when the
client want to join one or more specific fields to a model for reporting.

•

Policy All: Details the common fields across the various Policy objects stored in Data3Sixty.

•

Policy Fields: Details the custom fields that are associated to a specific policy type

•

Fusion All: Details of all the names, ids, types and descriptions stored in the Fusion Data Dictionary

•

Fusion Fields: Provides custom fields for the various fusion types

Dynamic Views
These views will vary based on the types of Data3Sixty objects created by each client and the varius custom
fields that they have configured to each type. For example one client may have a Business Term artifact, in this
case Data3Sixty will create a specific view for this artifact type called Reposting.Glossary_BusinessTerms,
however this view will have different columns in its construction from another clients business terms view
based on the custom fields that they have configured for this artifact type to meet their own specific needs. For
each of the Data3Sixty Objects that the user has created specific types for, the platform will create a dynamic
view. The structure of the views (besides artifacts) is the following Reporting.{Data3Sixty Object}_{Custom Item
Type}.
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Appendix
Glossary All
TABLE_NAME
Glossary_All
Glossary_All
Glossary_All
Glossary_All
Glossary_All
Glossary_All
Glossary_All
Glossary_All
Glossary_All
Glossary_All
Glossary_All
Glossary_All

COLUMN_NAME
ArtifactType
ArtifactTypeID
CurrentScore
CurrentScorePct
Description
ID
Name
ParentID
Status
TaxonomyTypeID
TaxonomyTypeName
TextPath

COLUMN_ID
7
3
15
16
5
1
4
2
8
9
14
6

Definition
Type of Artifact can be Business Term, Application or other user defined
Unique Identifier for the Artifact Type
Current Governance score for the artifact
Current Governance score as a percentage
User defined description for the artifact Type
Unique Identifier for the Artifact Instance
Name for the Artifact Instance
Parent identifier if the Artifact has a hierarchical parent
Current Status for he Artifact Instance
Identifier for the Governing Domain of the Artifact
Name fo the governing Domain
Full text path for the Artifact Instance including any parent Hierarchy

Example
Business Term
1 = Business Term in this

Definition
The identifier for the artifact that this value is associated with
Unique identifier for the Artifact Type
Name of the artifact that the custom field is mapped to
The full hierarchical text path for the artifact including any parent hierarchy
Unique identifier for the fied type
Technical name for the field
User friendly screen name for the custom field
The value fore this field for the artifact instance

Example

83
83%
2170 = CUSIP (Business
CUSIP
33
Draft
54
Investments
Bloomberg/Persecurity Data

Glossary_Fields
TABLE_NAME
Glossary_Fields
Glossary_Fields
Glossary_Fields
Glossary_Fields
Glossary_Fields
Glossary_Fields
Glossary_Fields
Glossary_Fields

COLUMN_NAME
ID
ArtifactTypeID
Name
TextPath
FieldTypeID
FieldName
FieldFriendlyName
FieldValue

COLUMN_ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

746464
1 = Business Term
CUSIP Number
/S&P/CUSIP Feed
646545
UpdateFreq
Update Frequency
Daily

Fusion_All
TABLE_NAME
Fusion_All

COLUMN_NAME
FusionAttributeID

Fusion_All

ParentFusionAttributeID

Definition
1 Unique identifier for a Fusion element
Fusion element that acts as a parent for this fusion element for
2 example a table element may be a parent for a database column

Fusion_All

FusionAttributePath

3 Full path hierarcht for a fusion element

Fusion_All
Fusion_All

FusionAttribute
ConfigurationID

Fusion_All
Fusion_All
Fusion_All

Configuration
FusionAttributeTypePath
FusionAttributeTypeID

Fusion_All
Fusion_All
Fusion_All

FusionAttributeType
FusionTypeID
FusionType
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COLUMN_ID

4 Name for a specific fusion element such as a column, table or schema
5 Unique Identifier for a fusion configuration
Configuration name that represents the specific fusion configuration
6 being reported
7 Hierarcht path for a fusion element type
8 Unqiue identifier for a fusion element type
Fusion Element type, some of these are delivered such as database
9 components others are client configured
10 Unique identifier for a fusion type
11 High Level Fusion definition for a set of data

Example
736362
647763
dbo.sec_master.date_of_bi
rth
DATE_OF_BIRTH

MarkitEDM_Config
schema.table.column
35
COLUMN
5 = SQL Server in this
SQL Server , Bloomberg
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Fusion_Fields
TABLE_NAME

COLUMN_NAME

Fusion_Fields
Fusion_Fields

ID
FusionAttributeTypeID

Fusion_Fields

Name

Fusion_Fields
Fusion_Fields
Fusion_Fields

TextPath
FieldTypeID
FieldName

Definition
Example
Unique identifier for the field instance, this represents the primary key
1 for the field value
94846464
2 Unqiue identifier for a fusion element type
A Column such as
CUSIP_NUMBER may have
a precision field mapped
3 Name of the fusion elelment that the field is attached to
with a value of 15
dbo.sec_master.CUSIP_NU
4 Full text path for the Artifact Instance including any parent Hierarchy MBER
5 Identifier for the type of field ie Char, Boolean etc
Number
6 System field name used as part of a fusion data set
Column_Prec

Fusion_Fields
Fusion_Fields

FieldFriendlyName
FieldValue

7 Business Friendly name for a column used as part of a Fusion data set Column Precision
8 Value for the fields
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Model_All
TABLE_NAME
Model_All
Model_All

COLUMN_NAME
Taxonomy ID
ParentID

COLUMN_ID

Definition
1 Unique Identifier for the node of the model
2 Identifier for the parent node

Model_All
Model_All

Taxonomy Type id
Taxonomy Name

3 Unique identifier for the secific model
4 Name of the specific node in the model

Model_All

Taxonomy Description

5 Description of the node for the model

Model_All
Model_All
Model_All
Model_All
Model_All

TextPath
Taxonomy Level
Taxonomy Type Name
Taxonomy Class Name
Level Name

6
7
11
12
13

Full path hierarchy for the Node
Level number for the depth of the model
Name for the Model
Name of the Class can be Informational, Organizational or other names
Name assigned by client to the level of the model

Example
22
33
1 = Investments in this
example
Security Master
User defined description for
the node
Investments/Security
Master
1
Investments
Informational
Data Domain

Model Fields
TABLE_NAME
Model_Fields
Model_Fields
Model_Fields

COLUMN_NAME
ID
TaxonomyTypeID
Name

Model_Fields
Model_Fields
Model_Fields
Model_Fields
Model_Fields

TextPath
FieldTypeID
FieldName
FieldFriendlyName
FieldValue

COLUMN_ID

Definition
1 Unique Identifier for speficic model that the field is mapped to
2 The identifier for the specific model
3 Name of the node in the model that the field is mapped to
4
5
6
7
8

Full Hierarchy Text path to the model node
Unique Identifier back to the field definition
Technical name for the field
Business Friendly name for the field
Value for the field mapped to the node

1
2
3
4

Definition
Unique Identifier for the Policy
ID for the parent level of the node in the policy hierarchy
Name for the policy node
Descriptive definition for the node

Example
52121
2331
Private Equity
/investments/Security
Master/Private Equity
746474
PayFrequency
Payment Frequency
Monthly

Policy_ALL
TABLE_NAME
Policy_All
Policy_All
Policy_All
Policy_All

COLUMN_NAME
PolicyID
ParentID
Policy Name
Policy Description

Policy_All
Policy_All
Policy_All
Policy_All
Policy_All
Policy_All

Policy TextPath
PolicyTypeID
Level
Policy Type
Policy Level Name
PolicyTypeClassID

5
8
9
10
11
12

Policy_All

Policy Classification

13 Category that the policy falls under, this can be defined by the client

Policy_Fields
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COLUMN_ID

Full path including hierarchy for the specific node
Identifier for the Policy Type
Level number for the depth of the Policy
Name of the Policy
Client defined name for the node level
Identifier for the Policy Category/Classification

Example
1242
2

/GDPR/Personal Data/DNA
Data
10
GDPR

Internal, External,
Regulatory etc
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Responsibility_All
TABLE_NAME
Responsibility_All
Responsibility_All
Responsibility_All

COLUMN_NAME
ResponsibilityID
ResponsibilityTypeID
ResponsibilityType

COLUMN_ID

Responsibility_All
Responsibility_All

AssigningItem
AssigningItemID

Responsibility_All
Responsibility_All
Responsibility_All
Responsibility_All
Responsibility_All
Responsibility_All
Responsibility_All
Responsibility_All

Object
ObjectID
ResponsibleObject
ResponsibleObjectID
ContextHash
ResponsibilityTypeGroup
Visible
TargetResponsibilityID

Definition
1 Unique identifier for the mapping of a role/resource to a specific Data3Sixty item
2 Unique identifier fo the specific role
3 Name of the responsibility
The Data3Sixty item that the responsibility is assigned from. In Data3Sixty
4 responsibilities can be inherited
5 Unique identifier for the assigning Data3Sixty Item
The Data3Sixty object type that the responsibility is mapped to. Responsibilities can be
6 assigned from a Taxonomy and be inherited to related artifacts
7 Unique Identifier for the Data3Sixty Object
8 Responsibilities can be tied to an Individual Resource or a Group
9 Unique identifier for the Individual Resource or Group
10
11 Not Used
12 Determines if the responsibity is visible on the Data3Sixty Object
13 Not Used

Example
84746
2 = Data Steward
"Data Steward"
Taxonomy
345
Artifact
2170
Resource Or Group
1 = Group 2 = Resource

1 = True 0 = False

Resource All
TABLE_NAME
Resource_All
Resource_All
Resource_All

COLUMN_NAME
ResourceID
Resourcename
ResourceType

Resource_All

ResourceURI
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COLUMN_ID

Definition
3 Unique Identifier for a specific resource
4 Name of the Resource format = Lastname, FirstName
2 Individual or Group
Unique URI when concatenated with the clients base url can directly navigate to the
1 resourses profile page

Example
55 = Patrick Egan
"Egan, Patrick"
"Individual"
http://dev.data3sixty.com/
Resource/3226

